Adaptive stimulus artifact reduction in noncortical somatosensory evoked potential studies.
Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP's) are an important class of bioelectric signals which contain clinically valuable information. The surface measurements of these potentials are often contaminated by a stimulus evoked artifact. The stimulus artifact (SA), depending upon the stimulator and measurement system characteristics, may obscure some of the information carried by the SEP's. Conventional methods for SA reduction employ hardware-based circuits which attempt to eliminate the SA by blanking the input during SA period. However, there is a danger of losing some of the important SEP information, especially if the stimulating and recording electrodes are close together. In this paper, we apply both linear and nonlinear adaptive filtering techniques to the problem of SA reduction. Nonlinear adaptive filters (NAF's) based on truncated second-order Volterra series expansion are discussed and their applicability to SA cancellation is explored through processing both simulated and in vivo SEP data. The performances of the NAF and the finite impulse response (FIR) linear adaptive filter (LAF) are compared by processing experimental SEP data collected from different recording sites. Due to the inherent nonlinearities in the generation of the SA, the NAF is shown to achieve significantly better SA cancellation compared to the LAF.